At the end of the day, Egnyte lets us be smarter about our content, which makes us smarter about our business.

Jason Reich, Director of Global Security, BuzzFeed

In the business of making headlines

BuzzFeed is so much more than videos of exploding watermelons. People are sometimes surprised to hear that the globally distributed digital media powerhouse has more than 9 billion monthly content views, across more than 30 platforms, delivers not just entertainment, but hard news and media services. Add to those impressive statistics that the company did not exist barely a decade ago and you can see what remarkable growth and innovation BuzzFeed has created, now employing more than 1,600 staff with offices in 18 cities across the globe, including its 52,000-square-foot production studio in LA.

BuzzFeed fosters a unique culture, admittedly obsessed with innovation and focused on building a media platform for today and into the future. The company aims to connect deeply with its audience, creating content that will be worth sharing with people. Whether it’s delivering breaking news or exclusive investigative reporting, from teams of data scientists to leading-edge entertainment creators, BuzzFeed brings social content and news reporters all under one roof. In particular, delivering hard news brings new challenges when it comes to the business of content, and especially when delivering what at times can be sensitive information.
Securing data and content

In the last two years, the company has doubled in size, both in employees and by output. We spoke with Jason Reich, Director of Global Security to learn more about BuzzFeed's challenges and how IT has adapted to rapid content growth.

Jason was BuzzFeed's first hire to focus solely on security. His position ranges from a traditional security role, physically protecting personnel and reporters in order to allow them to do the jobs they need to do, to ensuring digital content security across offices and enabling collaboration with external partners.

BuzzFeed relies on the agility provided by the cloud to constantly produce a huge amount of high quality content leveraging cloud-based collaboration tools, often sharing documents among reporters, editors, field offices and business and sales teams. The IT team needed to account for many different internal stakeholders, including legal, IT and finance teams, as well as reporters and staff in the field. It was a delicate balance maximizing the agility of the business and allowing employees to use whatever tools possible to meet the goal of generating quality content and providing the information protection the company needs to protect sources' and clients' confidential information.

Over time as BuzzFeed's profile as a media outlet increased, security became critical and breaches, even unintentional ones by employees, had the potential to severely impact business operations as well as BuzzFeed's credibility as a media outlet. BuzzFeed wanted to better understand what was happening with content and data within the company without implementing a system that would disturb the high-paced workflows of the company's media creators. The IT team also needed to ensure all media creators across BuzzFeed felt they could do their jobs without interference or needing to adhere to new processes.

CHALLENGES

- Deploy enterprise file sharing solution and protect sensitive and confidential content (e.g. Personal Information, Payment Card Information, Exclusive News, Client advertisement etc.
- Meet requirements of various internal stakeholders, including reporting and security tools for business teams
- Analyze and protect content while still enabling use of favorite applications and tools without hindering employee workflow

BENEFITS

- Content Governance delivered with no additional hardware or software to install
- Real-time detection of exposed content and proactive breach prevention
- Automated, granular control and reporting to better understand if and how content procedures are followed
- Greater visibility and protection of content without disrupting employee workflows
The solution

The first order of business was to do a bit of education and evangelism around the need for corporate content governance. While some companies focus solely on the inevitable hacking, Jason and the team wanted to look at best practices and educate BuzzFeed employees around privacy and security, as well as the impact a breach can have on the business and its brand. The team at BuzzFeed was acutely aware that less than half of all data breaches were caused by hacking and the majority were caused by employees or partners and usually unintentionally.

To help enforce their governance policy BuzzFeed deployed Egnyte with these benefits and features:

**Content Classification:** Egnyte can identify issues with permissions and has the ability to eliminate non-secure links. By knowing what files contain sensitive, and confidential information, like a confidential source's identity, Egnyte is configured to limit file access or exclude folders automatically, meeting privacy and regulatory requirements. This adds automated alerting to BuzzFeed's current ability to conduct routine audits, enabling them to act quickly and mitigate leaks or breaches.

**Data Governance:** Content has more than doubled at BuzzFeed, including expansion of global distribution and professional services it offers to clients. BuzzFeed now understands how data moves around the company, with advanced control and notification through Egnyte. Clients can be confident that their BuzzFeed projects and deliverables remain confidential, are continuously monitored, and can only be accessed by them satisfying any governance requirements.

**Security without Disruption:** Business operations have simplified, without hampering employee work flow. Egnyte provides deep capabilities on the administrative backend to ensure greater security without impacting how teams collaborate. Content is monitored with Egnyte for secure workflow and detecting any vulnerabilities in real time, but employees can still use their favorite apps and content repositories to get the job done. This is a meaningful selling point as BuzzFeed offers a larger portfolio of business services to its clients.

“Egnyte helped us usher in best practices and gave us an opportunity to educate our employees on the importance of security, not only from an operations perspective, but in order to protect our business.”

Jason Reich
Director of Global Security, BuzzFeed
The rewards

Following the Egnyte deployment, BuzzFeed has visibility and insight into how their content flows throughout the company and can sleep better knowing that even unintentional risks will be brought to their attention. From simple changes like adjusting the expiration time on a shared link to identifying directories with private information that may be exposed, BuzzFeed has been able to improve their content protection without introducing new processes, a win-win for both IT and BuzzFeed's business. With external and internal collaborators, files are given a certain amount of time before expiration, which helps to meet deadlines and keep clients and users on task.

BuzzFeed knows that employees will default to the quickest and easiest way to do their job. In Egnyte they have a content governance solution that allows employees to be at their best without putting the company's business at risk. Now, that’s good news.

“With Egnyte, BuzzFeed was able to meet requirements for data governance, without disrupting content creation and work flow, which was imperative to a digital media powerhouse where our content creators are fueling our immense growth.”

Jason Reich
Director of Global Security, BuzzFeed
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